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Sexual dimorphism of niche architecture and
regulation of the Caenorhabditis elegans
germline stem cell pool
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ABSTRACT Stem cell maintenance by niche signaling is a common theme across phylogeny.
In the Caenorhabditis elegans gonad, the broad outlines of germline stem cell (GSC) regulation are the same for both sexes: GLP-1/Notch signaling from the mesenchymal distal tip cell
niche maintains GSCs in the distal gonad of both sexes and does so via two key stem cell
regulators, SYGL-1 and LST-1. Yet most recent analyses of niche signaling and GSC regulation
have focused on XX hermaphrodites, an essentially female sex making sperm in larvae and
oocytes in adults. Here we focus on GSC regulation in XO males. Sexual dimorphism of niche
architecture, reported previously, suggested that the molecular responses to niche signaling
or numbers of GSCs might also be sexually distinct. Remarkably, this is not the case. This work
extends our understanding of the sexually dimorphic niche architecture, but also demonstrates that the dimorphic niches drive a similar molecular response and maintain a similar
number of GSCs in their stem cell pools.
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INTRODUCTION
In intact organisms, stem cells are maintained within a niche, a site
that promotes their naïve stem cell–like state and prevents differentiation (Lander et al., 2012). Niches are thus crucial for tissue development and homeostasis with implications for wound repair, regeneration, and cancer. Among the many niches identified, differences
are striking: niches differ in architecture—the number, shape and
type of cells, or extracellular matrix—and they differ in the molecular
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mechanisms used for stem cell control—the number and type of
signaling pathways used to communicate with stem cells (e.g.,
Jones and Wagers, 2008). Understanding the significance of these
differences, however, remains a challenge.
The Caenorhabditis elegans mesenchymal niche for germline
stem cells (GSCs) has served as a paradigm for stem cell regulation
for nearly 40 yr. Here we focus on the sexual dimorphism of this
niche to ask how differences influence stem cell regulation. In both
sexes (Figure 1, A and B), the niche maintains GSCs within a progenitor zone (PZ) of ∼225 germ cells, GSCs divide stochastically, and
GSC daughters mature as they move along the distal to proximal
axis (Crittenden et al., 2006; Morgan et al., 2010; Rosu and CohenFix, 2017). Also in both sexes, the niche relies on GLP-1/Notch signaling to maintain GSCs (Austin and Kimble, 1987) (Figure 1C);
niche signaling activates the same two target genes, lst-1 and sygl1, in GSCs (Kershner et al., 2014), and GSC self-renewal relies on the
same major regulators—two PUF RNA-binding proteins, FBF-1 and
FBF-2, and their key cofactors, LST-1 and SYGL-1 (Crittenden et al.,
2002; Shin, Haupt, et al., 2017) (Figure 1D). Thus, the regulatory
landscape is strikingly similar in the sexes.
Yet there are differences. The hermaphrodite niche consists of a
single distal tip cell (hDTC) that caps the end of the hermaphrodite
PZ (hPZ) (Figure 1A), whereas the male niche consists of two DTCs
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FIGURE 1: Hermaphrodite and male DTC niches and PZs (PZs).
(A, B) Diagrams of the distal gonads of each sex, each with a
mesenchymal niche (red) and a germline PZ with ∼225 germ cells that
develop as they move from distal to proximal along the gonadal axis
(yellow to green). Germ cell position is conventionally described as
the number of germ cell diameters (gcd) from the distal end, with
rows of germ cells at each position. Germ cells are depicted at the
gonad periphery; not shown is the central rachis of cytoplasm to
which all germ cells connect via bridges (Hirsh et al., 1976; Amini
et al., 2014; Seidel et al., 2018). Although germ cells are connected
through the rachis, each is partially enclosed by plasma membrane
and functions largely autonomously with respect to cell cycle stage;
for simplicity, the convention is to call them germ cells. Also not
shown are germline folds in the hermaphrodite PZ (Raiders et al.,
2018; Seidel et al., 2018). Here and in all figures, an asterisk marks the
distal end. (A) Hermaphrodite distal gonad. The hDTC cell body caps
distal germ cells and extends a plexus of processes that contact most
germ cells through rows 6–8 (Byrd et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2016). The
hPZ has fewer cells per row distally and then widens (Morgan et al.,
2010); it extends ∼20 gcd from the distal end. The hPZ contains a
distal pool of naïve, stem cell–like undifferentiated cells (yellow), and a
proximal pool of cells that are primed for differentiation and mature
progressively (graded green) as they move proximally (darker green)
(Cinquin, Crittenden, et al., 2010; Fox et al., 2011). (B) Male distal
gonad. One mDTC typically resides at the distal end and the other on
the dorsal side. We refer to the dorsal mDTC as lateral since in
extruded gonads its dorsal, lateral, or ventral position cannot be
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(mDTCs) that reside at or near the end of the male PZ (mPZ) (Figure
1B) (Kimble and White, 1981; Morgan et al., 2010). Critical to this
analysis, the mDTCs are positioned asymmetrically, which might be
expected to generate an asymmetric response among GSCs. In addition to these niche differences, the PZ is narrower and longer in
males than hermaphrodites, germ cell cycles are faster in males
(Morgan et al., 2010), and the hPZ is folded whereas the mPZ is not
(Raiders et al., 2018; Seidel et al., 2018). Therefore, both the niches
and PZs are sexually dimorphic.
The germline response to GLP-1/Notch signaling has been analyzed primarily in hermaphrodites. One key finding was that GLP-1/
Notch signaling patterns the hPZ into distal and proximal regions
(Figure 1A) (Cinquin, Crittenden, et al., 2010). Germ cells in roughly
the distal third of the hPZ are maintained in a stem cell–like state and
share several features: they have similar cell cycle rates (Crittenden
et al., 2006; Fox et al., 2011; Rosu and Cohen-Fix, 2017), they block
in an undifferentiated state upon cell cycle arrest (Cinquin,
Crittenden, et al., 2010; Jeong et al., 2011), and they express high
levels of self-renewal markers LST-1 and SYGL-1 (Kershner et al.,
2014; Shin, Haupt, et al., 2017) but low levels of differentiation markers (Cinquin, Crittenden, et al., 2010; Fox et al., 2011). By contrast,
germ cells in the proximal pool have left the stem cell state and
begun the path toward differentiation: they have fewer mitotic divisions, enter into meiotic prophase upon cell cycle arrest, and express low levels of self-renewal markers and high levels of differentiation markers (Crittenden et al., 2006; Cinquin, Crittenden, et al.,
2010; Fox et al., 2011; Rosu and Cohen-Fix, 2017). The distal GSC
and proximal pools within the hPZ are therefore well established,
but the existence of similar pools in males had not been tested.
To learn how the hPZ is patterned, more recent studies assessed
the hDTC architecture (Byrd et al., 2014; Linden et al., 2017) and the
shape of the molecular response to GLP-1/Notch signaling (Kershner et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2016; Shin, Haupt, et al., 2017). Understanding hDTC architecture provides insight into where signaling
may occur, because the hDTC expresses ligands for GLP-1/Notch
signaling, LAG-2 and APX-1 (Henderson et al., 1994; Nadarajan,
Govindan, et al., 2009). A myristoylated green fluorescent protein
(GFP) expressed under control of a lag-2 promoter revealed that the
hDTC cell body extends two types of cytoplasmic processes (Figure
1A): an elaborate plexus of fine processes that intercalates in and
around most germ cells in the region corresponding to the distal
pool (Byrd et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2016; Linden et al., 2017) and long

determined. The mPZ bulges distally and then becomes thinner,
extending ∼25 gcd from the distal end (Morgan et al., 2010). Other
features shown for the hermaphrodite distal gonad (e.g., distal and
proximal pools) were not known prior this work. Here and in all
figures, the position of most-distal male DTC is marked 1 and the
lateral DTC is marked 2. (C) Molecular stem cell regulation. The niche
uses GLP-1/Notch signaling to activate transcription of the sygl-1 and
lst-1 genes in GSCs (Kershner et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2016). The
SYGL-1 and LST-1 proteins work with FBF-1 and FBF-2 to promote
self-renewal and inhibit differentiation (Shin, Haupt, et al., 2017).
(D) Hermaphrodite GSC response to GLP-1/Notch signaling, based on
previous reports (Lee et al., 2016; Shin, Haupt, et al., 2017). Left,
sygl-1 ATS reveal the direct response to signaling; sygl-1 mRNAs
extend more proximally than ATS. Both ATS and mRNAs are restricted
to the GSC pool region and are graded. Right, SYGL-1 (solid line) and
LST-1 (dashed line) proteins are restricted to the GSC pool region and
graded. Gray bar indicates the estimated proximal boundary of the
GSC pool (6–8 gcd; Cinquin, Crittenden, et al., 2010).
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external processes that extend beyond the hPZ and do not correlate
with germ cell fate (Crittenden et al., 2006; Byrd et al., 2014). Notch
signaling acts between cells (e.g., DTC and germ cell), and the existence of the hDTC plexus suggests that GLP-1/Notch signaling acts
directly on germ cells throughout the distal region and thus at some
distance from the DTC cell body. The shape of the molecular response to GLP-1/Notch signaling provides clues about where signaling actually occurs. Visualization of Notch-dependent transcription with single molecule fluorescence in situ hybridization (smFISH)
reveals a direct readout of active signaling. Importantly, that active
signaling was found throughout the distal pool and was graded,
with the highest response in germ cells adjacent to the DTC (Figure
1D) (Lee et al., 2016). Expression of Notch-dependent mRNAs and
proteins shows where these key regulators exist and could be functioning. In hermaphrodites, the sygl-1 and lst-1 mRNAs and proteins
are restricted to the distal pool and graded, though less steeply
(Figure 1D) (Kershner et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2016; Shin, Haupt,
et al., 2017). These findings led to the hypothesis that at least three
factors are relevant to the establishment of the hPZ distal GSC pool:
extent of the hDTC plexus (Byrd et al., 2014), extent of the graded
transcriptional response (Lee et al., 2016), and extent of sygl-1 RNA
and protein (Lee et al., 2016; Shin, Haupt, et al., 2017).
In this paper, we ask how a sexually dimorphic niche affects PZ
patterning. To this end, we investigate the fine architecture of the
male DTCs, the existence of patterned pools within the mPZ, and
the shape of the GSC molecular response to niche signaling. We
confirm and extend our understanding of sexually dimorphic niche
architecture and learn that the niches in the two sexes establish a
remarkably similar pattern and drive a similarly graded molecular
response.

RESULTS
Architecture of the DTC niche in males
We employed the arg-1 promoter to visualize mDTCs. Past experiments used the lag-2 promoter, which gives a strong signal in hDTCs
but only a faint signal in mDTCs (Morgan et al., 2010; Byrd et al.,
2014). The arg-1 promoter, by contrast, gives a strong signal in
mDTCs, but no signal in hDTCs (this paper; Sallee, Littleford, et al.,
2017). Expression of arg-1 is therefore strikingly dimorphic. To ask
whether arg-1 regulates GSCs, we conducted genetic tests that revealed effects for five different DSL ligands, including arg-1. Their
effects were mild, even in double mutants, suggesting considerable
redundancy (Table 1). A full understanding of DSL ligands in the
male gonad is beyond the scope of this work.
As a reporter, we employed either cytoplasmic GFP (Kostas and
Fire, 2002; Zhao et al., 2007) or GFP with a membrane-targeting
myristoylation sequence (myrGFP) in mDTCs and obtained similar
results with both markers. We first scored positions of the two mDTC
cell bodies along the distal-proximal axis in young adult males
(Figure 2, A and D). Most gonads (43/50) had one mDTC at the
distal end and one on the side of the gonad tube, as previously reported (Kimble and White, 1981; Morgan et al., 2010). In a few
cases, the two mDTCs were at the same point along the distal to
proximal axis, either at the end (4/50) or on the side of the tube
(3/50). When assessed in intact animals, we found that the mDTC on
the side of the tube was typically dorsal (90%, n = 20). Since most
experiments reported in this work used fixed extruded gonads (e.g.,
smFISH), we refer to the mDTC located on the side of the gonad as
lateral, because its position as dorsal or ventral cannot be determined in fixed samples.
We next scored the extent of mDTC cell bodies along the distalproximal axis. For this and other analyses in this work, we use the
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Genotypea

PZ length (range)

N

Wild type

24 (20–28)

21

lag-2/+

19 (13–24)b

24

b

apx-1

18 (16–20)

15

arg-1/0

23 (16–28)

21

dsl-1

17 (11–24)b

22

dsl-4/0

23 (14–33)

21

lag-2/+; +/apx-1

b

18 (11–25)

23

lag-2/+; arg-1/0

19 (10–25)c

20

dsl-1; lag-2/+

19 (13–24)

11

apx-1; arg-1/0

14 (11–16)d

10

a

Some strains included a Plag-2::GFP transgene. PZ lengths of animals either
homozygous or heterozygous for the transgene were not significantly different from wild type. For complete genotypes of all strains, see Materials and
Methods.
b
Significantly different from wild type (p < 0.001).
c
Significantly different from arg-1/0 (p < 0.001).
d
Significantly different from apx-1 and arg-1/0 (p < 0.001).

TABLE 1: PZ lengths of DSL ligand mutant males.

conventional metric of germ cell diameters (gcd) along the axis,
sometimes referred to as germ cell rows along the axis. Each mDTC
cell body covered 3–5 gcd or rows along the distal-proximal axis
(n = 35; Figure 2A), and the two together cover 6–10 gcd on average
(Figure 2, A and D). Finally, we scored cytoplasmic processes that
extend from the mDTC cell body. In contrast to the hDTC (Figure
1A), most mDTCs lack a plexus (48/50) and most lack long external
processes (31/50). However, most mDTCs do extend short processes
between germ cells (42/50) (Figure 2C). The cell bodies and processes from the two mDTCs did not overlap extensively and were
often in different z-planes of the gonad tube (Figure 2, A, B, and D).
The lack of a plexus in males coupled with the lateral position of one
mDTC result in little or no detectable contact between the mDTC
niche and germ cells on one side of most male gonads (27/39 [70%])
(Figure 2, A–D; also see Figure 5, B and E, later in this article). The
male niche is therefore strikingly asymmetric compared with the hermaphrodite niche.
Another difference in niche architecture is developmental: hDTCs
develop their plexus soon after molting from the fourth larval stage
into adulthood (Byrd et al., 2014; Linden et al., 2017). By contrast,
mDTC architecture is similar in L4s (n = 10), young adults 1 d after L4
(A24, n = 50), and adults 2 d after L4 (A48, n = 6). At all stages,
mDTCs cap adjacent germ cells, extend short processes, lack an
extensive plexus, and can extend long external processes. We did
observe two differences in older males: mDTC cell bodies elongated and 80% of animals had long external processes compared
with 40% in L4 and young adults. In conclusion, niche architecture is
sex-specific with respect to the number and position of DTCs as well
as the extent and developmental regulation of niche processes.

The male PZ is patterned with distal GSC
and proximal pools
To ask whether the mPZ, like the hPZ, contains a distal GSC pool
and a proximal pool that is primed for differentiation, we used the
emb-30 assay (Figure 3). The emb-30 gene is required for progression from metaphase to anaphase during M-phase (Furuta et al.,
2000); without emb-30, germ cell cycling stops and the distal to
C. elegans male GSCs and their niche
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n = 8) and contained an average of 28 germ
cells (range 17–34, n = 8). This extent and
cell number were similar to those in hermaphrodites assayed in parallel (Figure 3D).
We conclude that the mPZ, like the hPZ, is
patterned and that sizes of the distal GSC
pools are similar in the two sexes.

Male transcriptional response to
GLP-1/Notch signaling is graded and
restricted to distal GSC pool
We next visualized the sygl-1 transcriptional
response to GLP-1/Notch signaling in male
GSCs and compared it to that response in
hermaphrodite GSCs. For this analysis, we
scored both active transcription sites (ATS)
within nuclei, a direct readout of productive
GLP-1/Notch signaling, and sygl-1 mRNAs
in the cytoplasm. A previous analysis in hermaphrodites revealed that sygl-1 transcriptional activation is probabilistic and steeply
graded within the distal pool region (Lee
et al., 2016).
To test the male response, we used sygl1 smFISH to see ATS and cytoplasmic
mRNAs using a combination of intron-specific and exon-specific probes (Figure 4A).
FIGURE 2: Architecture of male DTC and its processes. mDTCs are labeled with PargATS and mRNAs were identified by estab1::myrGFP (red); all nuclei are stained with DAPI (cyan). (A) Projected confocal z stack of a
representative adult (A24) male gonad. mDTCs are either distal or lateral. The projection (left)
lished criteria (Lee et al., 2016, 2017). Thus,
shows all detectable mDTC signals in a single plane. Right: Surface rendering of the same
ATS were found by colocalization of
gonad, tilted to show another view of mDTC contact with germ cells. (B) Comparison of top
exon and intron probes as well as nuclear
(left) and bottom (right) slices of the gonad in A show that mDTC contact is not uniform around
location, assessed by 4’,6-diamidino-2-
the germline tube. The bottom slice (right) reveals germ cells with no detectable contact with
phenylindole (DAPI). Mature, cytoplasmic
mDTC processes (arrow) even in the distal-most PZ. (C) A different male gonad showing a lateral
mRNAs were found using signal from exon
mDTC with short intercalating processes that embrace adjacent germ cells (arrow). About 85%
probes alone and location outside the
of gonads (n = 50) have similar short processes that embrace adjacent germ cells. (D) Summary
nucleus (Figure 4A). Three features were
diagrams of mDTC position from side (left) or cross-section (right). Distal DTC is DTC 1, lateral
obvious without quantitation. First, both
DTC is DTC 2. The percentage of gonads with the various configurations is provided at the
ATS and mRNAs were spatially restricted
bottom. The cross-section represents the middle of DTC 2 and illustrates the lack of detectable
DTC contact on one side of the gonad. Scale bars, 4 µm. *Distal end.
within the PZ, and as in hermaphrodites,
their extent correlated roughly with the
extent of the GSC pool. Second, occurrence
proximal movement of germ cells halts, allowing germ cells to reof ATS was probabilistic in males as it was in hermaphrodites. Third,
veal their developmental state in place (Figure 3A). In hermaphrosygl-1 was not transcribed in the male proximal germline, where
dites, this assay revealed distal GSC and proximal pools within the
spermatogenesis occurs; by contrast, sygl-1 was transcribed in the
PZ (see Introduction; Figure 1A). Thus, germ cells in the distal pool
hermaphrodite proximal germline, where oogenesis occurs, albeit
arrested in mitotic M-phase (PH3-positive) and expressed the difin a GLP-1-independent manner (see Figure 7, A and D, later in this
ferentiation marker GLD-1 at a very low or undetectable level, while
article) (Kershner et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2016).
germ cells in the proximal pool entered meiotic prophase and exTo quantitate the GLP-1/Notch transcriptional response, we
pressed high GLD-1 (Cinquin, Crittenden, et al., 2010; Shin, Haupt,
used the MATLAB code that had been developed previously to anaet al., 2017).
lyze smFISH in hermaphrodites (Lee et al., 2016, 2017) with modifiTo investigate the possibility of similar patterning in the male PZ,
cations (see Materials and Methods). We focused on sygl-1 ATS as a
we first conducted a time course to learn whether and when the
direct readout of GLP-1/Notch transcriptional activity. The ATS patdistal and proximal pools resolve after the temperature shift (Figure
terns were similarly graded in the two sexes, but not identical (Figure
3B). We raised emb-30(ts) males at permissive temperature until the
4B, blue vs. gray bars). Thus, ATS extended more proximally in
L4 stage, then switched them to restrictive temperature and scored
males than in hermaphrodites (Figure 4B, dotted lines). In addition,
the position of PH3-positive cells and early meiotic prophase after 0,
the percentage of ATS-positive nuclei were graded from ∼45% at
8, 10, 12, and 15 h. After 12 h, a boundary had stabilized between
the distal end to ∼5% at the proximal end, while in hermaphrodites,
undifferentiated distal and differentiated proximal germ cells (Figure
they were graded from ∼65% to ∼5% (Figure 4B). Thus, the male
3B). We then used this 12-h time point to measure extents of the
response is lower than hermaphrodite in the distal 1–2 gcd, but is
two pools with PH3 staining to mark cells arrested in mitosis and
higher 5–8 gcd from the distal end (Figure 4B). Distal germ cell
GLD-1 staining to mark differentiating cells. The distal pool exnuclei were more likely to contain greater than one ATS per nucleus
tended an average of 7 gcd from the distal end (range 4–10 gcd,
than were more proximal nuclei in both sexes (Figure 4C). As a
1760 | S. L. Crittenden et al.
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(Lee et al., 2016), the mRNA response is expanded proximally relative to ATS in males
(compare Figure 4, B with E). We also compared the number of mRNAs per cell in
males and hermaphrodites. Males had
fewer mRNAs per cell than hermaphrodites
in the distal 1–3 gcd and more mRNAs per
cell more proximally, 5–11 gcd from the distal end (Figure 4F). In conclusion, as for ATS
distribution, the mRNA response was restricted to and graded through the GSC
pool, but there are sex-specific differences:
the male response was lower in distal germ
cells and higher in proximal germ cells.

Male DTCs and their association with
sygl-1 ATS-positive germ cells
Contacts between the mDTCs and germ
cells are strikingly asymmetric and much less
extensive in males than in hermaphrodites
(Figure 2). These differences allowed us to
investigate the relationship between germ
cell proximity to the niche and the probability of Notch-dependent transcriptional activation. We quantitated mDTC contact and
ATS state (ATS-positive or ATS-negative) in
FIGURE 3: Patterning of developmental state in mPZ. (A, B) Anti-PH3 (magenta) detects germ
the same samples (Figure 5, A–C). To this
cells in mitotic M-phase (Hendzel et al., 1997); anti-GLD-1 (green) detects differentiating germ
end, we visualized the sygl-1 transcriptional
cells (Brenner and Schedl, 2016). (A) The emb-30 assay to reveal mPZ patterning of cell state. At
response with smFISH in gonads from anipermissive temperature (top), germ cells in mitotic M-phase (PH3+) occur sporadically
mals carrying Parg-1::myrGFP to see mDTCs
throughout the PZ, but after a shift to restrictive temperature (bottom), they are restricted to
and their processes (Figure 5A). By eye,
the distal part of the gonad. (B) Representative confocal projections of emb-30 male germlines
at permissive temperature (top) and after 12 h at restrictive temperature (bottom). (C) Summary many sygl-1 ATS-positive germ cells lacked
contact with mDTCs though extensive conof emb-30 shift results. x-axis, time after shift to restrictive temperature; y-axis, distal-proximal
tact with ATS-positive cells could also be
distance. The positions of both PH3-positive (magenta line) and meiotic entry (cyan) become
more distal with time, plateauing at ∼12 h (dotted line). The boundary between low and high
seen (Figure 5A). With MATLAB, we asGLD-1 (green dot) after 12 h at restrictive temperature is indicated. (D) GSC pool characteristics sessed the percentage of germ cells conwere measured at the 12-h time point. The table shows averages; individual data points are
tacting mDTCs in the distal-most 60 µm of
shown in graphs. Males and hermaphrodites were done in parallel. *Distal end.
the germline (Figure 5B). On average, ∼40%
of these germ cells have mDTC contact in
the distal 1–2 gcd, ∼65–70% have contact
control, we assayed ATS of the nontarget gene, let-858, which is
2–5 gcd from the distal end and 20–30% have contact 8–9 gcd from
widely expressed in the germline (Kelly et al., 1997; Lee et al., 2016),
the distal end. By contrast, in hermaphrodites ∼99% of all germ cells
and found that the percentage of cells with ATS is similar in both
contact the hDTC in the distal 1–2 gcd, ∼70–85% have contact 2–5
sexes (Figure 4D). We finally assessed ATS intensities and found a
gcd from the distal end, and ∼60% have contact 7–8 gcd from the
minimal difference between the sexes for sygl-1 and no difference
distal end (Lee et al., 2016). We next quantitated the percentages of
between the sexes for let-858 (Figure 4, G and H). We conclude that
ATS-positive and ATS-negative cells with mDTC contact and found
the active transcriptional response to GLP-1/Notch signaling is rethat on average, ∼55% of ATS-positive germ cells contact an mDTC
stricted to the GSC pool and graded in both sexes, but that there
(Figure 5C). The percentage of ATS-positive cells without mDTC
are minor sex-specific differences in the shape of the response.
contact varies from gonad to gonad, but the majority of gonads
We next compared the abundance of sygl-1 mature cytoplasmic
have 20% or more ATS-positive cells with no detectable mDTC conmRNA in males and hermaphrodites. We first determined the pertact. This percentage is strikingly lower than in hermaphrodites,
centage of cells possessing sygl-1 mRNA above basal levels by estiwhere essentially all (99%) ATS-positive germ cells were in contact
mating cell boundaries computationally and quantitating mRNA
with the hDTC (Lee et al., 2016). Thus, while many ATS-positive
within those boundaries (Lee et al., 2016) (Figure 4E). In males, cells
germ cells contact an mDTC, many do not (Figure 5, A and C), indiwith sygl-1 mRNA levels above basal levels were restricted to a recating that GLP-1/Notch transcriptional activation can occur in the
gion 1–45 µm (∼1–10 gcd) from the distal end (Figure 4, E and F),
absence of detectable DTC contact in males.
and the percentage of these cells was graded from ∼80% at the
distal-most end to ∼5% more proximally. In hermaphrodites, cells
SYGL-1 and LST-1 proteins are restricted in the male distal
with sygl-1 mRNA above basal levels were restricted to a region
germline to the GSC pool
1–40 µm (∼1–9 gcd) from the distal end, and the percentage of
To ask whether SYGL-1 and LST-1 expression is similar in the distal
those cells was also graded (∼98% at the distal-most end to ∼5% at
gonads of the two sexes, we stained epitope-tagged SYGL-1 and
40 µm). Therefore, as was shown previously in hermaphrodites
LST-1 in adult male germlines in parallel with adult hermaphrodite
Volume 30 July 1, 2019
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FIGURE 4: GLP-1/Notch-dependent transcription in mPZ. Single molecule FISH (smFISH) detects GLP-1/Notchdependent transcription from the sygl-1 locus, as done previously in hermaphrodites (Lee et al., 2016).
(A) Representative images of the distal end of a male gonad showing signals from the intron probe (left), exon probe
(middle), and merge of both intron and exon probes with DAPI (right). smFISH probes and expected subcellular
distributions for exon and intron probes are diagrammed above the images. Positions of DTC nuclei are marked
1 and 2 in the merged panel. Two ATS are marked with white arrowheads in the intron and merged panels.
(B, C, E–G) Quantitation of sygl-1 smFISH signals in male and hermaphrodite gonads processed in parallel for this work.
Males n = 60, hermaphrodites n = 49. Error bars: SE of the mean. *Statistical significance of p < 0.01. (B) The percentage
of cells with ATS. Male (blue bars) and hermaphrodite (gray bars). Dotted lines mark positions in males (blue) and
hermaphrodites (gray) where the percentage of cells with ATS drops below 5%. ATS were restricted to a region of
1–30 µm (∼1–7 gcd) in males and 1–25 µm (∼1–6 gcd) in hermaphrodites. (C) Same data as in B showing the percentage
of cells with 1, 2, 3, or 4 ATS per nucleus indicated. Distal germ cells are more likely to have more than one ATS than
more proximal cells. (D) Quantitation of control let-858 ATS detected with let-858–specific intron probes. Males n = 24,
hermaphrodites n = 20. The percentage of cells with let-858 ATS is not graded and is not significantly different between
males and hermaphrodites. The p values are all greater than 0.01. (E) The percentage of cells with mRNA above basal
level (see Materials and Methods for basal level calculation). Male (magenta bars) and hermaphrodite (gray bars).
Dashed lines mark positions in males (magenta) and hermaphrodites (gray) where the percentage of cells drops below
5%. The percentage of cells with mRNA is higher in proximal rows than the percentage of cells with ATS in both sexes
(compare B and E). (F) The number of mRNA/cell in males (magenta) and hermaphrodites (gray). (G) Signal intensity of
sygl-1 ATS in male (left) and hermaphrodite (right). Intensity units are the average intensity of a single mRNA (a single
mRNA = 1 a.u.; see Materials and Methods). The mean for males is 3.3; for hermaphrodites, it is 3.6. The signal intensity
is significantly different between males and hermaphrodites (p < 0.01); however, the difference is less than the intensity
of a single mRNA. (H) Signal intensity of let-858 ATS in male (left) and hermaphrodite (right). This value is calculated
using signals from intron probes, which is different from that in G, which used exon probes. They are not significantly
different (p = 0.43).

germlines. SYGL-1 and LST-1 protein expression is high in the distal PZ in male germlines (Figure 6, A and B), a pattern similar to
that reported previously for hermaphrodites (Shin, Haupt, et al.,
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2017). Moreover, SYGL-1 was largely cytoplasmic (Figure 6A),
while LST-1 was strikingly associated with perinuclear granules as
well as being cytoplasmic (Figure 6B), similar to hermaphrodites
Molecular Biology of the Cell

DISCUSSION
This study investigates how sexual dimorphism of the niche for
GSCs in C. elegans affects the size of the stem cell pool and shape
of the GSC response to niche signaling. Briefly, GSC pool size and
the molecular response to signaling are remarkably similar in the
two sexes despite differences in niche architecture (Figure 8). Below
we discuss our results and put them into broader context.

GSC pool size is comparable in males and hermaphrodites
Previous studies identified the hermaphrodite GSC pool, which extends roughly 6–8 gcd from the distal end and contains 30–70 germ
cells (Cinquin, Crittenden, et al., 2010; Shin, Haupt, et al., 2017). The
30–70 estimate of cell number embraces counts in the emb-30 assay (∼30) as well as counts of the equivalent region in wild type
(∼50–70). Here we identify the male GSC pool and find its size similar to that of hermaphrodites. Given differences in mDTC architecture and male germline characteristics (see Introduction; e.g., folds,
cell cycle rate), we expected a male-specific size, but the male GSC
pool also extends roughly 6–8 gcd from the distal end and also
contains 30–50 germ cells. Therefore, both the extent and cell number are comparable in the two sexes despite striking differences in
niche architecture (Figure 8, A and C) (Cinquin, Crittenden, et al.,
2010; Shin, Haupt, et al., 2017; this work).

Extent of niche contacts with germ cells
is sexually dimorphic

FIGURE 5: Male DTCs and their association with sygl-1 ATS-positive
germ cells. (A–C) The sygl-1 smFISH was done on animals carrying the
Parg-1::myrGFP transgene. GFP reveals mDTC (red) and intron probe
reveals ATS (yellow). (A) This image of a male gonad shows cells with
ATS both with (white arrows) and without (white arrowheads)
detectable contact with the mDTCs. (B, C) MATLAB quantitation of
male (n = 13) gonads. (B) The percentage of germ cells with
detectable DTC contact in distal-most 60 µm of germline in males.
(C) The percentage of ATS-positive and ATS-negative germ cells with
detectable DTC contact in the distal 1–13 gcd (60 µm) of male
germlines. The percentages varied from gonad to gonad. Means
(black bars): ATS-positive 57%, ATS-negative 54%.

(Shin, Haupt, et al., 2017). Remarkably, the levels of SYGL-1 and
LST-1 expression and their extents were similar in males and hermaphrodites (Figure 6B), and the number of germ cells expressing
each protein was also similar in the two sexes (Figure 6C). In both
sexes, SYGL-1 and LST-1 levels are high in the distal rows of the
GSC pool; LST-1 decreases within the pool and SYGL-1 decreases
near the proximal boundary of the pool.
In addition to distal germline expression, we examined proximal
germline expression (Figure 7). In males, sygl-1 RNA was absent
from the proximal germline (Figure 7A, left), which contrasts with the
previously reported sygl-1 expression in the proximal hermaphrodite germline (Figure 7A, right) (Lee et al., 2016). Similarly, SYGL-1
protein was not detectable in the proximal male germline (Figure
7B, left) but was abundant in the proximal hermaphrodite germline
(Figure 7B, right), as previously reported (Shin, Haupt, et al., 2017).
The LST-1 pattern was opposite: abundant in the male proximal
germline (Figure 7C) but faint in the hermaphrodite proximal germline (Figure 7C, right) (Shin, Haupt, et al., 2017). This proximal LST-1
was predominantly cytoplasmic (Figure 7C, inset). Thus, SYGL-1 and
LST-1 expression is similar in the distal germlines of the two sexes,
but distinct in their proximal germlines.
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The positions of DTC cell bodies have been known for decades
(Kimble and White, 1981; Morgan et al., 2010), but mapping DTC
cytoplasmic processes has been recent and facilitated by the use of
myristoylated GFP. The hDTC generates an extensive plexus of processes that contact essentially all germ cells in the GSC pool (Byrd
et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2016), and we predicted that mDTCs might
generate a similar plexus to provide similarly extensive contacts with
cells in the GSC pool. However, this is not the case. Male DTCs do
not form a plexus and contacts with cells in the GSC pool were
much less extensive in males than in hermaphrodites (Figures 5 and
8, A and B). This finding raises a question about the role of the hDTC
plexus in GSC regulation. In hermaphrodites, the DTC plexus does
not exist in larval hermaphrodites though GSCs are maintained. The
absence of a plexus in adult males reinforces the notion that extensive niche contact is not necessary for the maintenance of a stem
cell pool. The DTC cell body or cap is common to various stages of
development and both sexes, and in each case, the cap covers
germ cells and inserts short intercalating processes between them
(Byrd et al., 2014; Linden et al., 2017; Pekar et al., 2017). The cap is
therefore sufficient for effective niche signaling and may be the primary source. This intimate interaction of niche with stem cells is
shared in other stem cell systems (Tamplin, Durand, et al., 2015;
Franca et al., 2016; Spéder and Brand, 2018) and can be induced by
stem cells themselves (Tamplin, Durand, et al., 2015; Gordon,
Payne, et al., 2019). We suggest that the plexus may reinforce cap
signaling or serve a different purpose (e.g., anchoring or protecting
GSCs [Song et al., 2002; Bailey et al., 2015; Kapp et al., 2018]).

Transcriptional activation in response to niche signaling
occurs in the absence of niche contact
Notch-dependent ATS, visualized using smFISH, provide a direct
readout of active Notch signaling (Lee et al., 2016). Hermaphrodite
sygl-1 ATS occur across a region corresponding to the GSC pool,
with virtually all cells bearing sygl-1 ATS touching the hDTC cap or
plexus. The correlation between Notch-dependent transcriptional
activation and niche contact is thus high in adult hermaphrodites.
C. elegans male GSCs and their niche
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adjacent receiving cell; ligand endocytosis
exerts a pulling force on the Notch receptor
to trigger receptor cleavage, nuclear entry
of the released intracellular domain, and
Notch-dependent transcriptional activation
(Kovall et al., 2017; Luca et al., 2017). How
might sygl-1 transcription be activated in
germ cells lacking niche contact? Answering
this question remains a challenge for the future, but we suggest a few possible explanations. First, our snapshot images may not
have detected all mDTC processes and their
germ cell contacts because they are dynamic, difficult to fix, and/or difficult to image, similar to cytonemes (Wong, Paz, et al.,
2013; Huang and Kornberg, 2015). Second,
a diffusible Notch ligand may be involved.
The C. elegans genome encodes several
Notch ligands predicted to lack a transmembrane domain (Chen and Greenwald,
2004; Komatsu et al., 2008). One such ligand, DSL-1, affects Notch-mediated patterning of the vulva (Chen and Greenwald,
2004) and PZ size in the male germline (this
work; Table 1). A third possibility is that regulators generated downstream of the ligand-receptor interaction are able to diffuse
between cells in the germline syncytium and
thus extend the response beyond the region of niche contact. The male germline is
thus poised to expand our understanding of
how Notch signaling can pattern a tissue.
FIGURE 6: Expression of key stem cell regulators, SYGL-1 and LST-1, in the distal gonad.
SYGL-1 and LST-1 proteins were V5-tagged and visualized with a V5 antibody, as reported
previously for hermaphrodites (Shin, Haupt, et al., 2017). (A) Immunostaining of male distal
gonads: SYGL-1 (magenta, left panels) and LST-1 (yellow, right panels). Top panels: single
channel maximum intensity confocal projections. Middle panels: single channel, single confocal
slice through the middle of gonad. Bottom panels: same as the middle panel, merged with
DAPI. *Distal end. (B) ImageJ quantitation of z projections of stained gonads, all done in parallel.
Expression in males (blue); expression in hermaphrodites (gray) (n = 9 for both SYGL-1 and LST-1
males; n = 6 for both SYGL-1 and LST-1 hermaphrodites; n = 3 for both control males and
hermaphrodites). Dashed lines indicate the average position where expression dropped to a
background level when scored by eye. (C) Number of germ cells positive for LST-1 or SYGL-1 in
male or hermaphrodite germlines.

However, this is not the case in adult males (Figures 4 and 8, D and
E). Asymmetric mDTC localization and lack of a plexus leaves many
germ cells without niche contact, but male sygl-1 ATS are generated
in a region similar to that of hermaphrodites, including regions with
little or no mDTC contact. The response to GLP-1/Notch signaling is
therefore similar in the two sexes despite the dimorphism in niche
architecture. Understanding how variable niche architecture affects
stem cell regulation has implications for tissues where the niche
changes its size or morphology in response to changing conditions
(Boyle, Wong, et al., 2007; Degirmenci, Valenta, et al., 2018;
Shoshkes-Carmel et al., 2018).
The sygl-1 transcriptional activation in germ cells lacking niche
contact presents an intriguing paradox. Canonical Notch signaling
relies on the interaction between a membrane-bound Notch ligand
on the signaling cell and a membrane-bound Notch receptor on the
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GLP-1/Notch signaling and patterning
the GSC pool

Germ cells in the GSC pool are equivalent in
having similar cell cycle rates (Crittenden
et al., 2006; Morgan et al., 2010) and failing
to differentiate upon cell cycle arrest
(Cinquin, Crittenden, et al., 2010; Fox et al.,
2011; Jeong et al., 2011; this work) (Figure
3). However, molecular and cellular differences among cells in the GSC pool have
emerged. Three differences have been seen
in both sexes. First, the transcriptional response to GLP-1/Notch signaling is highest
in the distal 1–3 gcd and steeply graded
more proximally (this paper; Lee et al., 2016) (Figure 8, D and E).
Second, SYGL-1 protein is present throughout the pool, but LST-1 is
restricted to the distal-most 4–5 rows (Shin, Haupt, et al., 2017)
(Figure 8F). Third, cells in the distal 1–3 rows have extensive contact
with the DTC cap (this paper; Byrd et al., 2014; Linden et al., 2017)
(Figure 8, A and B). Other differences have been seen in hermaphrodites but have not been tested in males. Thus, germ cells in the
distal-most 1–2 rows have subtly distinct cell cycle characteristics
(Crittenden et al., 2006; Maciejowski et al., 2006) and remain in
place at the distal end, while more proximal germ cells move out of
the GSC pool and eventually differentiate (Rosu and Cohen-Fix,
2017). In summary, the distal-most ∼10 germ cells are distinguished
by having extensive contact with the DTC cap, the highest response
to GLP-1/Notch signaling and the highest levels of LST-1 and SYGL1. These shared characteristics are consistent with a model that the
Molecular Biology of the Cell

FIGURE 7: The sygl-1 and lst-1 mRNA and protein expression in whole gonads. (A–C) Projected confocal z stacks of
adult male (left) or hermaphrodite (right) entire gonads. An asterisk marks the distal end; PZ arrowhead marks proximal
boundary of the PZ. (A) The sygl-1 smFISH. The sygl-1 transcripts are limited to the distal end of male gonads (this
work), but in hermaphrodites, they are found both distally and proximally, as reported before (Kershner et al., 2014; Lee
et al., 2016). (B) SYGL-1 immunostaining. SYGL-1 protein is limited to the distal end of male gonads (this work), but in
hermaphrodites, SYGL-1 is found both distally and again proximally, as reported before (Shin, Haupt, et al., 2017).
(C) LST-1 immunostaining. Male germlines express LST-1 protein in a restricted region in the distal germline and also
more proximally. LST-1 is enriched in perinuclear granules distally (Figure 6A), but is less granular proximally (inset). Inset
is taken from a single confocal slice in the area indicated by the yellow dotted box in the full germline image. In
hermaphrodites, LST-1 expression is strong distally and weak proximally, as reported before (Shin, Haupt, et al., 2017).
*Distal end.

distal-most germ cells in the pool continuously self-renew, while
more proximal cells in the GSC pool have the potential for self-renewal but ultimately differentiate. Stem cell progeny that retain the
potential to become stem cells, although they normally differentiate, also occur in fly and mouse germlines (Spradling et al., 2011) as
well as in several vertebrate somatic tissues (e.g., Visvader and Clevers, 2016). A challenge for the future is to address the interplay of
varied tissue architectures with the regulatory networks that control
stem cells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Strains and worm maintenance
C. elegans animals were maintained by standard techniques and
grown at 20°C unless otherwise noted. Strains used were: N2,
DG627 emb-30(tn377ts) (Furuta et al., 2000), PD4443 ccIs4443[Parg1::GFP + dpy-20(+)] IV (Kostas and Fire, 2002), JK5764 qSi361[Parg1::myrGFP::tbb-2] IV (this work), JK5929 lst-1(q1004) I (Shin, Haupt,
et al., 2017), JK6002 sygl-1(q1015) I (Shin, Haupt, et al., 2017),
EG8081 unc-119(ed3) III; oxTi177 IV (Frøkjær-Jensen et al., 2014),
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JK4475 qIs153[Plag-2::myrGFP] III, JK4533 qIs153[Plag-2::myrGFP]
III outcrossed, JK4542 qIs153 III/ eT1[qIs60](III;V); lag-2(q411) V/
eT1[qIs60](III;V), JK4511 qIs153 III; apx-1(or3)/ DnT1(IV;V), JK4540
qIs153 III/ eT1[qIs60](III;V); apx-1(or3) V/ eT1[qIs60](III;V), JK4509
qIs153 III; arg-1(ok3127) X, JK4507 qIs153 III; dsl-1(ok810) IV,
JK4546 qIs153 III; dsl-4(ok1020) X, JK4538 qIs153 III/ eT1[qIs60]
(III;V); lag-2(q411) V/ eT1[qIs60](III;V); arg-1(ok3127) X, JK4541
qIs153 III/ eT1[qIs60](III;V); dsl-1(ok810) IV; lag-2(q411) V/ eT1[qIs60]
(III;V), JK4539 qIs153 III/ eT1[qIs60](III;V); apx-1(or3) V/ eT1[qIs60]
(III;V); arg-1(ok3127) X.

Transgenes used to visualize male DTC architecture
For male DTC architecture, we used strains containing Parg-1::GFP
(PD4443: ccIs4443 IV (Kostas and Fire, 2002) or Parg-1::myrGFP
(JK5764: qSi361 IV). Parg-1::myr GFP is a Mos insertion of plasmid
pJK2010 into the Mos insertion site oxTi177 IV. pJK2010 was created using Gibson assembly of 6.1 kb of genomic DNA upstream of
the arg-1 start site, myristoylated GFP from plasmid pJK1709, and
the Mos insertion plasmid pCFJ151 (Frøkjær-Jensen et al., 2014).
C. elegans male GSCs and their niche
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FIGURE 8: Summary of niche and PZ features in males and hermaphrodites. Gray shading marks the estimated
boundary of the GSC pool (range 6–8 gcd in both sexes). (A) Diagrams of niche architecture and PZ extent. Left, males
possess two asymmetrically positioned mDTC cell bodies or caps that extend minimal cytoplasmic processes and do not
form a plexus; right, hermaphrodites possess a single DTC that extends elaborate cytoplasmic processes that form a
plexus (red lines between GSCs). *Distal end. (B–F) Graphs summarizing key features. (B) Niche contacts are fewer in
males than in hermaphrodites. (C) GSC pool extents are equivalent in the two sexes. (D) The percentage of cells with
sygl-1 ATS is lower in the distal germ cells in males but higher more proximally than in hermaphrodites. (E) The
percentage of cells with sygl-1 mRNAs is also lower in distal germ cells in males but higher more proximally than in
hermaphrodites. (F) SYGL-1 protein extends slightly more proximally in males than in hermaphrodites but LST-1 extents
are indistinguishable.

The expression pattern was similar for both PD4443 and JK5764
transgenes, but GFP was membrane-associated with JK5764, as
expected, and expression was low with JK5764, consistent with a
single copy insertion. Animals were scored both live and fixed with
similar results. Live animals were staged, mounted on agarose pads
with either levamisole or 0.1 µm Polybeads (Polysciences) or both,
and imaged on either a Zeiss LSM510 or a Leica SP8 confocal
microscope.

variable in males than hermaphrodites. To estimate the cell number
in the distal GSC pool, we counted the number of M–phase-arrested
cells distal to the high GLD-1 boundary using the multipoint tool in
FIJI (Schindelin et al., 2012). This number is likely an underestimate
since emb-30 mutants have a slightly smaller PZ than wild type even
at permissive temperature (Furuta et al., 2000). We excluded
gonads in which the majority of GSC pool nuclei were fragmented
because they could not be reliably counted (3/10 hermaphrodites
and 7/15 males).

Scoring DSL ligand mutant PZs
Adult males, 24 h after L4, were dissected and gonads extruded into
0.25 mM levamisole in M9 containing Hoechst 33342 (Invitrogen) at
100 ng/ml. PZ was scored as described (Crittenden et al., 2006).
Briefly, the PZ extends from the distal-most germ cell to the start of
early meiotic prophase, defined as the position where more than
one germ cell has crescent-shaped DNA staining typical of early
leptotene/zygotene.

emb-30 assay
The emb-30 cell cycle arrest assay was done as described previously
(Cinquin, Crittenden, et al., 2010). The emb-30(ts) animals were
grown at permissive temperature (15°C) until 36 h past L4 and then
shifted to restrictive temperature (25°C). Gonads were dissected,
fixed, and stained with anti-PH3, anti-GLD-1, and/or DAPI after
specified time intervals. We note that M-phase arrest was more
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Immunohistochemistry
Males and hermaphrodites containing V5-tagged LST-1 or SYGL-1 or
Parg-1::myrGFP were picked as mid-L4s and gonads were dissected
22–26 h later (A24 adults). Gonads were extruded, fixed, and stained
using standard protocols (Crittenden et al., 2017). Animals were
washed off plates in ∼200 µl phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) containing 0.1% Tween 20 (PBSTw) and 0.25 mM levamisole and pipetted
into a multiwell dish. They were then cut behind the pharynx to extrude the gonad and pipetted into a 1.5-ml microfuge tube, and 4%
paraformaldehyde was added for 10 min at room temperature. After
centrifugation at 1500 rpm for 30 s, excess liquid was removed and
gonads were permeabilized with 100 µl PBSTw containing 0.5% bovine serum albumin (PBSBTw) and 0.5% Triton X-100 for 5 min at room
temperature. Centrifugation was repeated and gonads were blocked
in PBSBTw for 30 min at room temperature. Primary antibodies were
Molecular Biology of the Cell

added and tubes were placed at 4°C overnight. Mouse anti-V5 (BioRad) was used at 1:1000–1:5000; mouse anti-GFP (3E6, Invitrogen)
was used at 1:200. Secondary antibodies (Alexa 488, Alexa 555, and
Alexa 647; Jackson ImmunoResearch) were used at 1:1000 in PBSBTw
containing 1 µg/ml DAPI and incubated for 1 h at room temperature
on a rotating rack shielded from light, followed by three washes in
PBSBTw. Finally, samples were mounted in 10 µl ProLong Gold
(ThermoFisher) and covered with a 22 × 22 coverslip, allowed to cure
overnight to several days, and imaged on a Leica SP8 confocal
microscope.

Imaging and quantitating sygl-1 transcripts
We used the previously described smFISH protocol, imaging parameters, and quantitation and analysis tools with modifications
(Lee et al., 2016, 2017). Males and hermaphrodites, 24 h after midL4, were dissected in ∼200 µl PBS, 0.1% Tween 20 (PBSTw) containing 0.1% tricaine and 0.01% tetramisole. Dissected worms were pelleted at 1500 rpm for 30 s, fixed in 1 ml PBSTw, 3.7% formaldehyde,
pelleted, washed in PBSTw, and permeabilized in PBS containing
0.1% Triton X-100 for 10 min at room temperature. Samples were
washed two times and resuspended in 1 ml 70% ethanol and stored
at 4°C overnight or up to 1 wk. Samples were washed and hybridized with probes (sygl-1 intron, 48 unique oligonucleotides, QUASAR 570; sygl-1 exon, 31 unique oligonucleotides, CALFLUOR 610;
and/or let-858 intron, 48 unique oligonucleotides, CALFLUOR 610;
Biosearch Technologies) overnight at 37°C, protected from light.
Following hybridization, samples were washed at room temperature, incubated with 1 ml wash buffer containing 1 µg/ml DAPI for
30 min, washed two additional times, and then mounted in ProLong
Gold and allowed to cure overnight to several days before imaging.
Images were acquired using a Leica SP8 confocal microscope essentially as described (Lee et al., 2016).
The let-858 ATS analysis (Figure 4D) used only one smFISH
probe set targeting the intronic regions of let-858, unlike sygl-1
analyses where two sets of (intron- or exon-specific) probes were
used. The let-858 ATS were identified and scored the same way as
in sygl-1 analyses but without exon channel cross-validation. The
let-858 ATS intensity was measured using intron probe only, while
sygl-1 intensity was measured using the exon probe so that it could
be normalized to mRNA intensity.
The mRNA basal level was calculated using the 97.5th percentile
of the rare cytoplasmic signals outside the distal GSC pool region,
between 45 and 65 µm or ∼10–14 gcd from the distal end in each
gonad. For each gonadal image, the percentage of cells with mRNA
was calculated using the basal level from the same gonad (Figure
4E). The p values for smFISH were calculated using two-sample t test
unless otherwise noted. For all box-and-whisker plots in this study,
the bold line in the box shows the median; the top and bottom of the
box are the third and first quartiles, respectively; whiskers, maximum
and minimum of data points; circles, outliers (value greater than 1.5×
first or third quartile from the median). For all analyses, we excluded
gonadal images for each sex that had a greater than fivefold increase
(2/60 for males and 2/53 for hermaphrodites) or a greater than fivefold decrease (2/60 for males and 2/53 for hermaphrodites) in the
average total number of mRNAs per gonad.

MATLAB code modifications
Quantitation was done with modified custom MATLAB codes (v1.03;
https://github.com/chlasic/smFISH_detection_analysis). The codes
were significantly improved in efficiency and accuracy since their
initial publication (Lee et al., 2016). In addition, some modular MATLAB functions have been rewritten to implement more rigorous and
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precise algorithms. While ATS and mRNA analyses in the hermaphrodite gonad are similar using the 2019 code reported in this work
and the code used in Lee et al. (2016), the results from each of the
two versions of the code varied in the following two ways: 1) estimation of number of transcripts at the ATS by comparison to mean
mRNA intensity (Figure 4G) and 2) estimation of number of mRNA
per germ cell (Figure 4F). We reanalyzed images from Lee et al.
(2016) (n = 78 adult hermaphrodite gonads) with the updated 2019
code and the results were essentially the same as the current study.
Manual counting and quantitation in ImageJ (n = 3 gonads) confirmed the results from the new code.
Three MATLAB functions from the previously published smFISH
detection code v18 (Lee et al., 2016, 2017) were modified in the
current version, v1.03 (this paper): 1) the DetectRNAintron function
was improved to reduce false-positive and false-negative spots and
to allow detection of dimmer and smaller ATS spots. Briefly, parameters in functions for spot detection (Gaussian fitting, image segmentation, and local peak detection) were optimized using a larger
training set (50 random images as opposed to 15 images in the
previous version). A new algorithm (local signal-to-noise measurement) was implemented and applied for three iterations, each with
a different scanning window size (two, three, and four times the detected spot size in each iteration). ATS candidates with signal-tonoise ratio less than 1.5 are removed in each iteration. 2) The Detect
RNAexon function was modified to improve detection of individual
mRNA spots. Several mRNAs in close proximity could have been
detected as a single mRNA spot with the previous MATLAB code.
This could skew the mean intensity of a single mRNA as well as the
estimation of the number of transcripts per ATS. The new code uses
a 2× smaller scanning disk during image segmentation, resulting in
a ∼1.5- to 2-fold increase in the count for overall mRNA in a gonad.
These new counts were verified by manual counting (n = 3 gonads).
Estimation of the number of transcripts per ATS changed substantially using the current code. This is because the current code uses
the exon signal at an ATS directly (after cross-validation with intron
probe), while the previous code recorded only the intron signals and
then used the mean ratio of intron/exon signal to back calculate
exon signal at an ATS. 3) The MatchrnaNuc function was improved
by reducing the size of the binary mask (2× smaller threshold value
for imdilate function) to improve nuclear detection.
We also made several additional improvements. Background signal is measured specifically inside the gonad. The previous version of
the code used all regions in the field of view instead. Gonad boundaries are identified using the low background signal present throughout the gonad in the intron channel (3–7 a.u./pixel), which is higher
than regions outside of the gonad (0–1 a.u./pixel). Masks of the gonad were generated using image segmentation. The previous MATLAB code identified ATS candidates using only the intron signal followed by recording the integrated exon signal in the same region
where ATS was detected. If the exon signal at a given ATS candidate
met the criteria (signal-to-noise ratio >1.9 [to overall background] and
>1.27 [to local background], p value of signal and noise <9·1010), the
ATS was considered a true ATS (Lee et al., 2016). With the current
MATLAB code, ATS candidates are independently detected in exon
and intron channels, and candidates are cross-validated between the
channels to identify true ATS. In addition, the current code improves
representation of the nucleus. Instead of creating DAPI masks using
the MATLAB function imbinarize as in the previous code, we used the
imfill function to fill small gaps in DAPI staining to reconstruct a spherical nuclear mask. We found that this new mask better represented
the nucleus and had better results for ATS subcellular localization
compared with manual counting (n = 10 gonads).
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Detection and quantitation of DTC contact with germ cells
Gonads from JK5764 (Parg-1::myrGFP) males and hermaphrodites
24 h after L4 were fixed and hybridized with sygl-1 intron probes as
described above, except that gonads were mounted in ProLong
Glass, cured overnight, and then either imaged or stored at –20°C.
Images of smFISH and GFP signals were acquired with a Leica SP8
resonance scanner and deconvolved using Leica Lightning. Images
were analyzed using customized MATLAB codes (Lee et al., 2016)
with minor modifications. Briefly, a binary image of GFP signal (DTC
mask) was created on each z-plane. The signal intensity of each pixel
was considered significant if it was more than four times brighter than
the overall mean background intensity in the corresponding z-plane
of the gonad. Individual binary z-plane images from each gonad
were combined and reconstructed in three dimensions and overlaid
with DAPI. Boundaries between germ cells were estimated using Voronoi segmentation as described in Lee et al. (2016) using 3 µm as
maximum cell radius. Germ cell boundaries with more than 10 pixels
of GFP signal above background level were scored as DTC-contactpositive. sygl-1 ATS were also scored in the same gonads. By eye, we
confirmed the existence of ATS-positive nuclei that were separated
from detectable DTC GFP by at least one germ cell nucleus in all dimensions; an example of this is shown in Figure 5A (arrowheads).

Imaging and quantitating LST-1 and SYGL-1 protein
LST-1:V5 and SYGL-1:V5 proteins were imaged as previously described (Shin, Haupt, et al., 2017). Protein levels were quantitated in
summed projections of confocal stacks using ImageJ. Briefly, a line
(linewidth = 50 pixels) was drawn along the distal-proximal axis of
the germline. Pixel intensity was measured using the plot profile
function. Intensities were copied into MATLAB, averaged, and
graphed. An N2 wild-type control was used to quantitate background for anti-V5.
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